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COLORWAY(S) 200, 400, 500, 600 / (RELEASE DATE) 8/1

MENS RUNNING / FALL 2014

  FEATURES AND BENEFITS  
UPPER
1 Single-layer, engineered mesh in the tox box provides ventilation and support 

where you need it most.
2 Dynamic Fit technology integrates Flywire technology with the laces for an 

adaptive, supportive fit.
3 Mesh inner sleeve wraps the foot for a plush, comfortable fit. Notches at the 

tongue provide easy on and off.
4 Recycled no-sew overlays using NIKE GRIND offers targeted support and 

stitch-free comfort.
5 Tongue is integrated to the medial side to wrap the foot and opens on the lateral 

side for easy on and off.
6 Perforated foam throughout the tongue and collar molds to the foot and 

increases airflow. The triangle-shaped cutouts help reduce weight and won’t 
hold water.

7 Minimal heel counter provides shape and a secure fit in the rearfoot.

MIDSOLE
8 Molded sockliner enhances support underfoot.
9 Compression molded Phylon foam delivers great forefoot snap and a responsive 

ride.
J Nike Zoom unit in the forefoot and heel for low-profile, responsive cushioning.
K 4mm differential from heel to toe creates a more natural position of the foot for 

enhanced stability and a barefoot-like feel while running.

OUTSOLE
L Environmentally preferred rubber perimeter in a rugged Waffle outsole provides 

multi-surface traction and durability.
M Sticky rubber center forefoot for excellent wet-surface traction.
N Minimal use of outsole lugs for optimal grip and easy mud shedding.
O Strategically placed lugs have a sharp, crisp shape to enhance grip in all 

conditions.
P Anatomical heel is rounded to roll with the ground, promoting a more natural 

range of motion.

For training purposes only.

Sharp lugs are strategically placed 
to enhance grip.

Rubber forefoot is sticky for 
optimal wet-surface traction.

Single-layer engineered mesh adds 
ventilation and support.

CONQUER TRAILS IN LIGHTWEIGHT 
TRACTION.
A slick trail is no match for the men’s Nike Zoom Terra 
Kiger 2. Its rugged outsole features sharp lugs for 
maximum traction while Nike Zoom cushioning, 
no-sew overlays and perforated foam give you 
a lightweight ride - even through the wettest 
conditions.

Nike Zoom Terra Kiger 2

200

Based on consumer insights, the Nike 
Zoom Terra Kiger 2 has updated the 
midsole with slightly firmer foam for 
more snap and response on and off the 
trails.

Weighs 8.5 oz. in a men’s size 10.
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